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Name of Project: 

Stella House 

 

Architect: 

Baron Hershberger AIA 

Client: 

Baron Hershberger 

Builder: 

Owner/Builder 

 

2018 AIA Northern Nevada Design Awards 

PROJECT INFORMATION 

Project Category: Built Architecture 

Type of Project: Single Family Live/Work Residence 

Completion Date: Substantial Completion - 10/01/16 

Type of Construction: Type V Wood Frame with CMU and Minor Steel Members 

Materials Used: Concrete Masonry, Wood Frame, Concrete Floors, Steel 

Building Area: 1498 Square Feet 

 

Two professionals and their daughter requested a modern, economical live work space on an existing, small, infill lot close 
to downtown Reno.   Year-round energy efficiency and comfort were important as well as convenient access to the gardens 
and mountain views.   A small, well planned house was preferable to a large one.  Contemporary aesthetics with low 
maintenance, preferably locally sourced materials and honesty of material expression were also important considerations. 
 
These objectives were achieved in just under 1500 square feet for under $200 per foot construction cost.  The two-story 
structure has a work area downstairs, and high ceiling living area on the second level with a large second level deck ac-
cessed by large south facing glass doors allowing for sweeping views of the Sierra and Mt. Rose Ski Resort.    
 
The front yard is designed as a ‘food forest’ with a sinuous path through the edible herbs and fruit trees.  The rear yard is 
made as a recreation area with grass ground cover and shade trellis supporting the honeysuckle, wisteria vines, and a 
swinging bench.   
 
The lower level of the house is walled with locally manufactured stack bond, sand blasted, concrete block masonry, pol-
ished concrete floors, and floor-to-ceiling energy efficient glazing with clear anodized aluminum frames.   The program on 
the lower level is a home office and garage.   A roll-up glass door opens the home office into the rear garden, trellis and 
swinging bench area.   Hydronic in-floor heat is provided throughout both levels, including in the garage/shop with separate 
controls. 
 
The upper exterior siding is local, rough sawn cedar, char blackened and protected with oil stain.   The wood siding is a nod 
to the many similarly cladded barns and buildings found on the nearby ranches.  The roofing, is made of corrugated galv-
alum panels.  This also is a common material of the local ranch buildings.  The simplicity of the roof form made its construc-
tion cost effective and very efficient to build.   
 
The oversize deck is located on the south side of the house and accessed by the large roll-up glass door or a glass ‘man-
door’. The intense summer sun is blocked from the south windows by an array of photovoltaic panels that double as shade 
canopy.   The lower angle of the winter sun bathes the living room in light and heat in the winter months.  The deck area 
being as large as the living area is used year-round for entertaining, relaxing and star gazing. 
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Name of Project: 

Stella House 

 

 

2018 AIA Northern Nevada Design Awards 

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN INTENT AND INNOVATION 

 

Energy efficiency, comfort and low utility bills are important criteria for the owners of the Stella house.   It was desired to 
have large openings to the deck and yard.   Large openings and energy efficiency is often contradictory requirements in 
other projects.  To achieve both efficiently, the heat source is both solar gain from the south facing windows and in-floor 
hydronic heat.  The thermal mass of the concrete floors retain heat during the day and release the heat throughout the 
night.  The radiant heat from the wood and concrete floors is more effective when the large doors are open, than a typical 
forced air unit would be. 
 
In the summer time, cooling is achieved by an evaporative cooler on the second level.  Its low profile and that it is recessed 
in the exterior wall, keep its visual impact very minimal.   The swamp cooler is also very efficient to operate and adds much 
desired fresh air and humidity to the dry, high-desert air. 
 
There was no natural gas at the property at the time of construction.   Instead of budgeting for a new gas line, the money 
was set aside for a solar array.   So the house is all electric, with a grid-tie solar array, keeping the electric cost at around 
$45/month average.   The renewable electric is clean, quiet and a more sustainable long-term solution.   The solar array 
was designed to act as a shade device for the large south facing glass wall in the summer, yet allowing sun inside in the 
winter. 
 
The sustainability of the construction materials is two-fold.  The savvy owners knew the benefits of locally sourced materi-
als.   Wherever possible, local materials were used.   All of the major materials were from within 500 miles of the project 
site.  The other sustainable effort was to use the materials in the most raw form possible.  For example, much of the con-
crete block is left exposed, sand blasted to enhance the beauty of the aggregates.   Other projects might elect to cover 
block with additional finish materials that would need to be replaced or refinished regularly, nor would be as durable.   The 
concrete floor, instead of being covered, was ground and polished, thereby reducing added materials.  The durability of the 
concrete floor will last a lifetime.   The wood floors upstairs are domestic, solid, white oak.  These floors are durable, renew-
able, and last a long time.  When they are distressed, their character is only enhanced.  However, they can be renewed 
with a light re-sanding and finish.  The life span of the wood floor is also very long.    There is a minimal amount of orna-
mental and structural steel found throughout.   Although it is not locally sourced, the steel is left in a raw form or waxed.  
This eliminates the need for paint or refinishing.  The durability of the steel will also have a long lifespan. 
 
The house size and location itself are important sustainable features.   Because it is so compact, using minimal materials, 
using limited construction and utility resources, and being an infill project, makes it much more sustainable than a typical 
project found in location of urban sprawl.   The yards are small, requiring minimal irrigation, thereby conserving precious 
water resources.    The convenient location reduces travel distances and number of car trips.   A high walkability score and 
bike-ability contribute to reduced wear and tear on a car and reduced miles driven per year.  
  
The owners are pleased with the minimal maintenance, low utility bills and minimal water consumption of their new house.    
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SPECIFIC MATERIAL CHOICES  

 

The simplicity of the interior design reduces the manufactured products and materials used.  There are no off-gassing prod-
ucts and adhesives.  The paint does not contain volatile organic compounds (NO VOC).  The exposed concrete floors be-
ing polished are low maintenance and will not wear out.  The upper floors are long lasting solid wood and the window and 
door trim is “Euro-Ply” wood laminate ply.   The trim work never needs to be repainted.  The low VOC sealer lasts much 
longer than paint.  The steel handrailing has a coat of natural wax, rarely requiring re-applying. 
  
The heating and cooling system is also a choice that greatly affects both the indoor environmental quality and diverts mate-
rials from the waste stream.   The hydronic heat system has no forced air, so it does not require regular changing of air fil-
ters.   Indoor airborne dust particulates are lower consequently.   The hydronic system, in addition to being cleaner and 
quieter, doesn’t dry out the already-too-dry air of the high desert the way forced air heaters do.     
 
The evaporative cooler is instrumental in indoor air quality as well.  The increase in humidity is a welcome advantage to the 
system.   The nature of the evaporative cooler also provides continuously supply of fresh air, without changing filters every 
year or more. 
 
The thoughtful simplicity of the Stella House kept the cost within the clients budget, satisfied the clean modern aesthetic,  
kept the interior healthy, low maintenance, and nearly eliminates disposable products that may end up in land fill. 
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WEST ELEVATION  
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NORTH 

PROJECT SITE: 

Located on a flat site between a one-story brick bungalow to the south and three-story houses to the north and east, the 

Stella House provides a stepping height transition between the existing rooflines.  The project is located one mile from 

downtown and two miles from the university.   Two hospitals and the majestic Truckee River are located nearby.  The Re-

no-Tahoe International Airport is an eight-minute drive from the home. Distant mountain views, including Mt. Rose Ski Re-

sort can be seen in most directions.  The burgeoning “MidTown” District is merely three blocks west.  
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BUILDING SITE: 

The project is built on a previously unde-

veloped, small infill lot.  The rear yards in 

the area are often unused and neglected 

in the area.  Recently the many values of 

infill has been rediscovered, including 

walkability, use of existing infrastructure 

and reduced suburban sprawl.   The set-

backs become landscaped gardens. 
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HOME OFFICE 

CARPORT 

BREEZWAY 

PATIO 

FLOOR PLANS: 

Efficient floor plan layout is 

critical as the building lot is 

compact at 3248 sf.  Total 

interior floor area is just under 

1500 sf.  The lower level in-

cludes the working area and 

shop.  Windows on the lower 

level were used minimally on 

the south side because of the 

proximity to the neighbor and 

the use of computer screens. 

All of the living area is on the 

second level.  The south wall 

is set back from the property 

line on the second level to 

allow for a large entertaining 

deck with roll-up glass door.    

ENTRY 

UPPER LEVEL___________________________ LOWER LEVEL___________________________ 

WORKSHOP/

GARAGE 

LIVING/DINING/

KITCHEN 

BEDROOM BEDROOM 
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 UPPER DECK  SOUTHWEST PERSPECTIVE 

UPPER DECK: 

312 SQ FT Exterior living room extension.   Solar panel canopy 

shades south windows in summer and allow sun inside in winter. Fin 

wall blocks view of solar panels from street.  Trellis designed to sup-

port lights and eventually vines.. 
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REAR YARD 
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LIVING SPACE: 

The many sunny days keep the living room light filled and 

comfortable.  The mountain views can be seen from the 

kitchen and dining area.  The lighting throughout is dim-

mable LED for increased energy efficiency. 

KITCHEN: 

The kitchen cabinetry was assembled from pre-

manufactured kits, with white gloss above and stainless 

steel below.  The  work surface and island are made 

from 13 ply Baltic Birch with a heavy protection coat of 

epoxy.   The island will act as informal dining on three 

sides for up to 10.   

LIVING AREA 
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STUDIO 

 

STUDIO WORK SPACE 

Upon arrival at the front or rear door, the breezeway provides a view to the garden on the other side of the 

house.  This space pleasantly opens to the gardens via roll-up door to maximize fresh air, breeze, sounds of 

birds and a landscaped garden.   
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MATERIALS 

 

KITCHEN 
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Detailing: 

The interior trim is made of laminated 13-ply Baltic 

Birch.   This provides for a clean, minimal transition 

from gypsum wall board to aluminum windows.   

Aluminum trim provides transition between con-

crete and gypsum wall board.   

MATERIALS 

 


